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NEWSLETTER No 22

APRIL 1970

The quality of print in the newsletter was very low and apologies are offered to those that received the
copies that were almost unreadable - the print not the contents. Thanks to prompt and generous service
from the firm that makes our printing machine - Block & Anderson - I hope that this months will be
more acceptable. New carbons of a more expensive type are also being used in an effort to provide
you, the reader, with a newsletter second to none - and all that bull.
The club van is still not back on the road and we are forced to tax it for a further 4 months as we are
finding very difficult to get someone to buy it. The fact that it is in the Gwynn car park in South Wales
without a gearbox may have something to do with it. We have a replacement gearbox in pieces and all
it needs is putting together. Perhaps when we find all the needle bearings that fell out we might have
another go at it.
The NIFE cell spares have arrived and can be obtained from Roger Bailey - he requires cash before he
will part with any as funds are in a perilous state. The spares were obtained from a different source this
time so prices are slightly changed - most are up but main bulbs are down in price. Those that placed
orders with Roger should see him urgently as he is likely to forget who they are and sell off their spares
to the highest bidder.
Geoff Broadman is trying to compile an inventory of Club tackle but cannot get it all together to even
make a start. At the last committee meeting it was decided to fine any member hanging onto tackle
without good reason or, alternatively, prevent him from borrowing any more.
One of the most urgent problems is the recovery of the club helmets and lamps as they provide a good
source of income. We should have 14 Edison lamps and 15 green helmets but at present only 11 lamps
and 8 helmets can be traced. Please return any club tackle you have as soon as possible to Geoff or the
castle stores.
Club activities are picking up with the onset of spring and some are actually going caving. More noncavers are venturing underground too - note the rescue account and the rescue practices in this issue
and make sure you are a member of the Cave Rescue Group.
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ODDS AND SODS FROM THE FOREST
The Bailey brothers are giving Yew Tree Pit a rest and have turned their attentions to the Old Bow Lambsquay area. Early last month a trip in the area turned up a churn as large as Railway Churn in
Ham and further trips gave a through route emerging in the wood on the Ham side of Lambsquay Guest
House. The route was found by following the most obvious draught until daylight was seen.
There is now a distinct possibility of an Old Bow / Lambsquay Old Ham through trip as the present
new entrance is very near Old Ham.
Many bats have been seen on these trips - at least 20 Greater Horseshoe, even more Lesser and a Long
eared on one trip alone. Only one ringed bat has been seen - a Greater Horseshoe with a ring and the
number 478, no letters being obvious.
The workings between the mines appear to date from around 1700 as two pipes have been found in the
workings that are of this date. One pipe can be dated as about 1710 and the other is very similar to the
Benn Legg pipe of 1710 / 1720 found previously. Something difficult to explain that was found was a
bottle containing lead shot of various sizes.
A long eared bat has also been seen in Wigpool by Roger Solari on a trip down Sway Hole. The last
bat wasn’t there four days later but a number of lessers were, and none had rings.
A new cave has been found in the Hillersland Valley in a very interesting position as it lies between
Green Moss Pot and Slaughter resurgence - see Roger Solari’s description later on. The Swallet is the
same one that was mentioned in newsletter No 19 and now apparently takes the whole of the surface
stream.
Malcolm managed to find a day when water was going down Green Moss Pot recently and dyed it after
putting his detectors in the Slaughter. No positive results were obtained but this is probably due to the
small quantity of dye used.
By sheer coincidence, there was a mini rescue on the weekend before a general Cave Rescue Meeting
but it didn’t arouse that much interest amongst cavers because the meeting was poorly attended. See
later for details.
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Following some abortive attempts to survey Dunder Hole in the past, a new attempt was made3 last
month by Roger Solari, Jim Hay and John Court. The attempt wasn’t altogether successful but the first
100 ft was surveyed to Grade 3 in just under 2 hours. Surveying was abandoned for the time being
when the compass got too dirty to read and it became obvious that time was running out.
A charge was placed in the end but failed to fire due to a short in the cable. It is hoped to repair the
cable and finish the survey of the cave so far on the next trip. This last trip took 3 ½ hours for the
round trip of just over 400 ft.
B U S S are continuing the dig in Symonds Yat Swallet although hampered by loose boulders in the
roof. The latest report gives their distance in as 18 ½ ft with the route on more obvious down a boulder
blocked passage. The draught is said to be considerable.
Roger Solari and others are steadily surveying the main passage in Wigpool with an accurate line
survey and it is interesting to compare their results so far with the old mining maps. Surveyed so far is
3,600 ft including Fox Hole and Steam Hole to first landing and Steam Hole Cliff across to the Pit Prop
formations. More details of the surveys will be given in the next newsletter but of interest are the
depths of the areas surveyed so far :No 1 level
350 ft
Steam Hole Cliff

175 ft

Steam Hole Formations

120 ft

A party from Shropshire Mining Club spent Easter at the castle as they have done in the past and went
with the Baileys on the through trip from Old Bow to Lambsquay. They apparently had a good
weekend and enjoyed joining a trip breaking fresh ground in the Forest Mines.
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ODDS AND SODS OUT OF THE FOREST
A small party of mixed R F D C C / B U S S members went to Leicester early last month for the
Surveying Symposium and were treated to some very learned lectures, Basically the arguments
seemed to revolve around whether the North or the South were doing the most accurate surveys or
using the most accurate instruments. Discussions as to whether or not it mattered if the tripod was
mounted directly under the compass or just to one side were shown to be immaterial when Paddy
O’Reilly gave details of the O F D survey. Here he used a relatively cheap compass hand held and
achieved errors of less than 30 ft over survey distances of 10,00 ft. In general, it seemed that
everything that was being proposed or discussed had either already been done by South Wales or they
could show the arguments to be invalid. The full size drawing of the O F D survey in the exhibition
was most impressive.
Eight members of the Cave Projects Group including four R F D C C members are spending Easter
weekend and the week following in Ireland. The group left on the Thursday before Easter to cross to
Ireland on the Friday and it seemed that their biggest problem would be finding food on arrival, no
food being allowed into Ireland.

WHO’s - WHO
Who is still not a member ?
Who took 13 into Old Bow and brought 14 out ?
Who got stuck in Wig pool ?
Who gives newspaper interviews ?
Who enjoyed a trip in Cwm Dwr ?
Who are the Yellow Perils ?
Who took club members on a one mile walk ?
Who lost all their food and lamps ?
Who wouldn’t - or couldn’t - go swimming ?
Who turned up at the castle after the wood was cut ?
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ADITTIONS TO THE LIBRARY THIS MONTH
Descent
No 10 Jan / Feb
Wookey Hole Extensions
Safety and Efficiency with Brake-Blocks
ST. Cuthberts breakthrough
Cavers - What Makes Them Tick ? Robert Leakey
Derbyshire Cave Registry

1970

B S A Journal - Cave Science
Limestone Geomorphology : a study in Jamaica.
University of Bristol Karst Hydrology Expedition to Jamaica 1967.
Extracts from The Archaeological News Letter April 1951
English Clay Tobacco pipes - Adrian Oswald.
Extracts from The Archaeological News Letter March 1952
Tobacco Pipes of Broseley, Shropshire - Adrian Oswald & R E James.
The Archaeology and Economic History of English Clay Pipes - copy by Adrian Oswald.

SKITTLES
Don’t forget the skittles match between the Club and G S S
Kings Head, Littledean
On
Thursday 16th April
8 pm
Just turn up if you aren’t interested
In eating. Buffet tickets from Roger at 5/-.

RUST OYSTERS
We have had a further development on the rust oysters we sent for examination. They want us to catch
them a live one.
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TRIPS AND DATES
Sunday 5th April

Lamb Lear. Signatures on an indemnity form are required for this trip.

Saturday 11th April

Barbeque run by Ray Wright. Tickets obtainable from Jim Hay. Price 3/6

Sunday 12th April

Cave Rescue Practice at Buckshaft scowle hole. Meet at the hole 10 am.

Thursday 16th April

Skittles match against G S S Kings Head, Littledean at 8 pm.

Sat / Sun 18 /19 April

Weekend at Penwllt in South Wales Caves to be arranged later as required.

Saturday 9th May

Club barbeque. Help will be needed to organise and run.

Sat / Sun / Mon
23 /24/ 25/ May

Whitson weekend on the Gower camping.
Llethrid and Tooth are booked.

Saturday 30th May

Cave Rescue Group A G M at the Red Lion, Huntley 8 pm.

LAST MONTHS TRIPS
Sunday 8th March

A party of 6 were taken around St. Cuthberts while the remaining 10
meandered about Swildons in various size parties. Swildons was wet.

Easter Weekend
27 / 28 /29 / 30 March

A group of about 12 which varied in size from day to day camped at Porthyr- Ogof. Bridge cave and Cwm Dwr / O F D II were done but wet
weather and wet caving gear put off any more. Quite a lot of walking was
done on other days. The dinghy was actually used in Porth-yr-Ogof and
proved very useful for keeping non-wet-suiters dry.
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SOPERS POT

NGR 55761408

ALTITUDE 200 FEET.

As mentioned in newsletter No 19, the Hillersland valley stream was seen to be sinking in its bed well
upstream of the eventual culvert into the River Wye. Last month, members of the Cave Projects Group
decided to take a closer look at the sink, and, with very little work, opened up a very interesting little
cave. It lies about 100 yds from and 100 ft below Green Moss Pot and just might prove to be the
connection between the Pot and Slaughter Resurgence.
Digging and blasting has taken place in the cave and at one time the entrance shaft became very
unstable.
The addition of a couple of oil drums has made it much safer and work can now proceed.
The reason for naming the sink Sopers arises from the fact that the Hillersland Valley stream rises at
Sopers Well very near the main Christchurch - Symonds Yat road.
The following description and the grade 3 survey is by Roger Solari.

The entrance is the present sink of the stream flowing down the valley below the Rock Inn, Hillersland,
roughly ¼ mile above the River Wye. The Pot is 20 ft deep, and, owing to the nature of the rock, a
ladder is strongly recommended. The stream can easily be diverted to afford a dry descent. Care
should be taken at all stages to avoid loose rocks in the upper sections and frail ledges below.
The rock is scalloped, each being about 1 cm in diameter in the upper half of the pot but not so
pronounced nearer the floor. There are several well eroded flakes below the Aven. The stream at
present falls into a narrow cleft at the downstream end of the pot and we are enlarging a narrow rift
extending in roughly the same direction.
The pot lies in Whitehead Limestone which appears t be somewhat thinly bedded. Bedding planes can
be seen at 0 ft - 4 ft and 10 ft above the floor which is composed of silt and stones ( and blasting debris
now ) .
Tackle required for the Pot. 20 ft ladder with a 30 ft tether.
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BRAVE RESCUE BY FOUR FOREST CAVERS

Diana Court

It was an ordinary quiet Saturday evening, Saturday the 14th of March to be exact, John and I were
enjoying a friendly game of cards with Roger and Malcolm. We had just decided it was time to do
something about that Solari fellow, who was winning all the money, when the doorbell rang. Twenty
past twelve - that’s a strange time to have visitors. It was the Hay’s babysitter to say that the Coleford
Police had just telephoned to inform him that two boys were missing from home. Their bicycles had
been found outside Lambsquay Guest House and it was a great possibility that they were lost down the
mines.
After confirmation with the Police, Roger and Malcolm quickly went to alert Andy and collect their
gear.
Meanwhile John and I made two flasks of soup, collected a loaf of bread and our gear and arrived at
Lambsquay by one am.
The youngest lads father was waiting there with a friend. Malcolm then arrived on the scene and the
four of them went to Old Bow entrance. Roger and Andy arrived at 1.20 am and kitted up ready to go.
By this time the others had returned and they also got ready for the search. Roger and John decided to
spend one hour searching one area while Andy and Malcolm took another route. It was now 1.30 am
and the second father was on the scene, the Police having arrived at about 1.15 am. Both parents were
extremely worried as the boys had been gone since 2 pm that afternoon.
Those left on the surface did not have long to wait. At five to two, John and Roger emerged with both
lads.
They had found them in the rift at the end of the Wet Patch with only one bicycle torch between them
and this was almost out. The boys had lost their way and decided to kip down. They were soon packed
off home by their parents and the rest of us waited for Andy and Malcolm who came out at 2.30 am as
arranged. Needless to say, they were most aggrieved to find the boys had been sent home and the glory
of the rescue had been denied them.
Apparently they had also ended up at the place the boys were found but by this time, of course, Roger
and John had beat them to it and were already out. As both parties were supposed to be taking separate
routes, this should not have happened but the less said about that the better.
Hot soup all round and then back home for coffee and to finish our card game. Needless to say, Roger
continued to win and we eventually called it a day at 5.30 am and retired to our respective beds.
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CAVE RESCUE GROUP NEWS
The new call out list has now been published and circulated so that any call out now should be
successful.
Enclosed at the rear of this newsletter is the call-out ‘tree’ for the Forest section which should be kept
handy for information even if you are not on it. Less than half the Forest Club are members of the
Cave Rescue Group which is a pretty deplorable state of affairs. Membership forms can be obtained
from Jim Hay and the 5/- fee gives membership for the next year as well.
A general meeting of the C R G was held at the Red Lion, Huntley on Wed 18th March. The object of
the meeting was to discuss general Group policy and progress but in particular to find volunteers to
undertake co-ordination of various projects.
The meeting was not particularly well attended and the Chair for the evening was taken by Colin
Graham. The recent mini rescue came up for discussion with a report on the rescue from John Court
although it was pointed out that the meeting had been called to discuss other topics. However, arising
from the rescue was the possible need for an overhaul of the call out procedure. Although the present
system had disadvantages, particularly in the case of a limited call out in the Forest area, it was felt that
alternatives put forward had inherent dangers of increased delays in a full call out. Some method of
calling out only the Forest section for an initial search was to be considered.
The reasons for the late publication of the call-out list were explained and discussion was channelled
into the need for individuals to undertake specialist activities or co-ordination. Some volunteers
offered help but in general the response was disappointing. This was partly due to a lack of
understanding of the duties and requirements of a ‘Co-ordinator’ and so it was agreed to produce a list
of jobs and projects that needed to be done and to ask for more volunteers at the A G M .
In particular, the group was short of a qualified person to undertake First Aid training and at present the
group had only one Doctor on which it could call.
Various suggestions were put forward as to other Doctors that might give help and these were to be
contacted by the person that knew them.
The meeting closed about 10.45 pm.
The A G M of the Gloucestershire Cave Rescue Group is to be held at the Red Lion, Huntley on
Saturday 30th May and all cavers in the area, members or not, are urged to attend.
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No full account of the trip to the Pyrenees by four club members last year has been published, and so,
better late than never, here is the saga. The lateness of the report is nothing to do with any of the group
that went.

FRENCH PYRENEES 1969
Party - Malcolm Sterry - Roger Solari - Terry Gardner - John Elliott.
The following account is taken from a day to day log kept by John Elliott.
Sat 26th July - We all finally left Wigpool at 4 pm after spending a hectic hour trying to quieten the
Land Rover exhaust system. This bodge-up however, fell off going over the Severn Bridge. Our next
incident was a puncture in Bath. However, we did manage to catch the 11 pm ferry from
Southhampton.
Sun 27th July - No one slept on the ferry, mainly due to the diversion of women and beer but also to the
foghorn blowing in the thick fog. This fog caused the crossing to take 7 ½ hours.
From Le Harve we kept driving across France, nothing with surprise that they do actually drive on the
right.
We covered over 400 miles and finally pulled up into a wood. We were very tired and slept well,
mostly under the stars.
Mon 28th July - An early start and we soon covered the other 50 miles into the Padarac area. After
looking for some friends of Rogers, we found the show cave of Paradac. Alas is was shut for dinner.
On a local map, more caves were marked, the nearest being the Gouffre de Roque de or. This was
found after a drive and a quarter mile walk through lizard infested country. The heat was intense. The
pot was 300 ft in diameter and over 100 ft deep. However, we climbed down ledges and followed the
dried up stream bed towards the cave mouth. It seemed to go so we returned for more gear. This cave
provided about an hour and a half’s pleasant caving with large chambers and pleasant pools and after
about 1,500 ft terminated in a sump. The whole cave obviously flooded seriously.
We then returned to Paradac and enjoyed the wonders of this huge show cave with its 300 ft deep
entrance shaft.
Cont
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After a complicated search, we found Rogers friends and had tea with them. This took two hours
which included getting drunk on wine and champagne. The tent was almost erected and we fell asleep.
A fantastic thunderstorm broke in the night and Terry slept for two hours in 6” of water before taking
refuge in the Land Rover ( where I already was ) .
Thurs 29th July - We covered the other 200 odd miles outside St. Girons. This was to be our base
camp.
Wed 30th July - We took the Land Rover up into an impressive valley via a very rough track to a gate
barring further progress. We walked from here. Climbing steadily to a height of 6,000 ft. Here we
located the famous cave of La Cigaliere. Continuing higher, we located a mining settlement - unused With peaks of 9,000 ft all around it was very impressive. On the way down, we noticed a resurgence
on the other side of the valley.
Thurs 31st July - We decided to go and have a look at Andorra, a supposedly cheap country between
France and Spain. It was a good 100 mile drive and would give us the feel of the area.
On the way we detoured to a large cave, the Grotte de Mas d’Axil which engulfs both road and river.
A car park and show cave was found inside. We were taken round this complex maze of galleries by a
young female who gained more attention than the cave.
We carried on to another show cave, Grotte Labouiche where we asked for permission to go past the
show parts. They agreed if they could contact their guide. Continuing over a 7,000 ft pass we
descended through an impressive valley down to the main town of Andorra. After shopping and eating,
I for one was glad to head back into the mountains where we slept in the Land Rover.
Fri 1st Aug - Roger and I were up early, much to the disgust of Malc and Terry and we drove off with
them asleep in the back. Down in the valley we tried to reach a resurgence I had spotted the day
before. However, once up in the mountain, I couldn’t find it. Guess who got the blame ?
Cont
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Another show cave, Grotte Niaux, was visited and when we realised the guide supplied carbide lamps,
we dived for our NIFE cells. The cave was very big with good formations, huge chambers and good
cave paintings. The guide, I think, was glad to see the back of us. Down the road, another cave was
explored, where we met some Italian Speloes. The weather was still extremely hot.
Back to Grotte Labouiche we went but they hadn’t been able to contact their guide. However they let
us see the show parts free and it was a very impressive boat ride.
After tea at camp we got the Land Rover up an Ox track to a small village of Rames ( a weird place )
high in the mountains. We scowered the mountain top for the Grotte du Portillian but darkness beat us
and a thunderstorm threatened. We also got lost. The only sensible thing was beer and so we went
back down for a pint or two.
Sat 2nd Aug - Our first cloudy day and we managed to find the Grotte de Peillot. After chatting to three
French Speleos, we learnt that there were a lot more passages than we had on our map. We descended
the 50 ft entrance pitch into a large chamber. Roping down another 30 ft mud pitch followed by a
climb and a crawl and larger chambers were met. Traversing round a deep hole, more large passages
and a boulder ruckle were passed into a very large chamber. More traverse followed and well
decorated chambers with a huge column. The chambers got very large and many were explored,. We
turned back at a very high one with water tumbling out of the roof. We made our way back to the
entrance after four hours and the others had a quick look at the top of the 165 ft pitch, a huge shaft,
before we went out. This had been a worth while trip.
Sun 3rd Aug - Returning to the Cigaliere valley, the weather again very hot, Malcolm and Terry decided
to go climbing on the many fine cliffs around while Roger and I were to try and reach a prominent
resurgence sighted high up. However, after an exciting and rather tiring climb in which we gained over
2,000 ft, we gave up on seeing no easy route to the cave.
Mon 4th Aug - Back we went again to this fascinating valley. Following the route of yesterday and
turning right at Spain, we all arrived puffing somewhat at some old mine buildings. On route, Roger
and I had again failed to reach some resurgence. We were 2,000 ft above the valley floor and from
here an airy path led off round the valley. The next two hours were memorable. Following this path
meant 9” wide traversing, sometimes with fixed cable hand-lines in various states of repair, passing a
huge snow blockage and crossing under freezing streams that cascaded down from above. The last
section was on open mountain and we got lost. When we reached the mining village, we met a French
team who were tackling La Cigaliere. They told us that it may be possible to visit the cave the next
day. The route back from here was familiar and we again reached the Land Rover, having taken seven
hours to traverse the valley.

Cont.
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Tues 5th Aug - Under a burning sun, we again reached the mining village, this time with full caving
gear. However, the French team leader had arrived and said “ NON “. He did, however, offer us
tackle to do Gouffre Martel. We set off up into the mountain but as we were looking at some mine
workings, a thunderstorm burst around us. Visibility went and we retreated into the mine buildings.
As we were there, we naturally explored the workings which proved to be very complex with many
large chambers. Apparently they were mined for iron. This area is a dream for mine enthusiasts. The
storm was still raging and we burst a tyre getting the Land Rover out of the valley which had flooded.
Wed 6th Aug - After spending the morning swimming in St. Girons, Roger and I left the others to do
some shopping. We went to look for the Gouffre de la Henne Mort but although we had a pleasant
jungle trek, we failed to find it. We did, however, locate the Grotte De Goutgue, its probable
resurgence. We only explored it to a small pitch due to a lack of time.
Thurs 7th Aug - We moved out of camp and headed again for the Grotte de Gourge. After nearly
breaking my neck getting to the entrance which Roger photographed ( the entrance not my neck ) we
pressed on, easily passing the pitch by rope. By climbing a steep rift, a continuation was found and
Roger appeared from another passage. Some time was spent looking for Terry who seemed lost.
Larger passages continued to a sump with a notice interpreted as “ Do Not Dive “. Apparently a diver
drowned in this sump and the whole cave flooded badly with a siphoning effect. We then drove back
to the Paradac area and slept under the stars in a fabulous valley.
Cont.
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Fri 8th Aug - An excellent morning, and, despite Malcolm’s navigating, we found another cave that was
marked on the map. As we were kitting up, a little old man asked if we were visiting the cave. When
we
We-weed, he ran off shouting “ Danger water in the cave “ or something like that. We caught up with
him in the cave staring into a murky pool. We gathered that it sumped here usually. However, there
was some air space so we plunged in. A small waterfall and two ducks later we emerged into a very
large passage. This was followed until the stream branched off and we continued in a well decorated
stream way to a deep canal. This was traversed until you fell in then one kept swimming. Eventually
we were stopped by a 10 ft waterfall into a deep pool. We sped out for more tackle but then met the
French team who were pushing this cave to its limit of 2,731 metres and were hoping to extend it.
From where we reached, the cave continued with more pitches and deep sections and could only be
tackled in settled weather.
We then zoomed off for merry England.

SUMMARY
The Pyrenees are big, each large system needing an expedition in itself. The potential is enormous and
it has something for all types of cavers. The French are always friendly and helpful and to get
anywhere it is better to join up with them.
The cost was about £30 per head with the Land Rover covering 2,013 miles at about 18 mpg.
The effort had been well worth while.
Thanks go to :John Osbourne of S W C C
Lewis Railton of C R G
Westminster Speleo Group for their newsletters
R F D C C for help with tackle.
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